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ABSTRACT
Endowing social robots with the ability to learn and predict the
user’s activities during the day is one of the main aims of research
in the field of ambient assisted living. Social robots should support
older adults with daily activity and, at the same time, they should
contribute to emotional wellness by considering affective factors in
everyday situations. The main goal of this research is to investigate
whether it is possible to learn relations between the user’s affective
state and daily routines, made by activities, with the aid of a social
robot, Pepper in this case. To this aim, we use the WoMan system
able to incrementally learn daily routines and the context in which
activities take place. WoMan will be used as a back-end module of
the Daily Diary application running on the Pepper robot to collect
data concerning daily activities and their relation to emotions and
mood. Results of this phase of the research will be used to assess
the validity of the approach in ambient assisted living houses for
seniors to make the social robot able to provide not only proactive
service assistance but also an affective empathic experience.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→Machine learning; •Human-
centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) the proportion
of people over 60 years will reach the 22% by 20501. In this context,
1https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ageing-and-health
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the sustainability of care and assistance is getting an increasing
importance. Besides the lack of caregivers, since people lives longer,
the costs of care increase due to the fact that elderly people of-
ten have chronic diseases and comorbidity that requires specific
management.

A possible solution to this problem is to empower seniors with
technological solutions for enhancing their quality of life and allow-
ing aging actively in their house. In this vision, seniors assistance
is delegated to the intelligence embedded in the technology that
should not represent a further obstacle for the user. Therefore, it is
necessary to put the emphasis on human-technology interaction
for making access to services effective and suitable for the user
needs [31].

In this vein, vocal assistants and social robots have been used as
a natural interface between the user and the smart home services.
Then, social robots should support older adults with daily activity,
but at the same time they may contribute to emotional wellness by
considering affective factors in everyday situation.

Many research works have focused on endowing the the robot
with the capability of recognizing human emotions from facial
expressions, body poses, voice, and physiological responses [33],
but rarely the emotional intelligence of the robot allows to rea-
son on the situation in which emotions occur. Given data that can
be captured by a social robot and sensors present in a smart en-
vironment over long durations of time, it is possible to discover
the context of behaviors of people, including habits and routines
[19, 37]. Then, making the robot aware of the user’s activities, rou-
tines and affective factors could allow reasoning on the user not
only for personalizing assistance but also for infer the situations in
which emotions occurs.

In a previous work, we focused our effort on developing a system
for learning the daily routines of the user both from sensors present
in smart environments and from mobile data [5, 12]. In particular,
the approach exploits the WoMan (acronym for ‘Workflow Man-
agement’) system to incrementally learn and refine users routines
represented in First-Order Logic (FOL) [21]. The WoMan system
is able to deal with non-sequential activities and repeated-tasks,
and therefore the approach is suited to represent models of user’s
routines for predicting the user needs.

At the current phase of research, we investigate whether it is
possible to use this approach to relate patterns of daily routines to
affective factors and how social robots may be used to this purpose.
To this aim we designed a dialog application for the Pepper robot,
the DailyDiary (DD), that will allow on one side gathering an anno-
tated set of data, to learn the daily routines and to relate activities
to emotions and mood, on the other side to use the learned model
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to make the robot aware of the user daily routine and the relation
of certain patterns of activities with affective states.

In this phase of the project, we tested the accuracy of the learning
module which shows that, with the proposed approach, it is possible
to learn daily routines and the relations of activities with affective
factors. In our future work, we plan to develop the fully described
application and test it. The evaluation will be made in terms of: i)
user experience in a smart environment created in our laboratory
and ii) accuracy in predicting both activities and mood. The final
result of this reasearch will be used to give to the robot the right
level of proactivity needed for assistance in smart environments.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS
Technology-enabled assistive environments offer opportunities to
provide personalized care services to older adults to live as much
as possible independently in their houses.

To this aim the home environment monitors daily life activities
by data coming from sensors that can be embedded in the envi-
ronment or wearable and used to collect data about physiological
parameters, lifestyle, activities, daily routines, social factors and en-
vironmental factors [1, 34, 36, 38] These data are collected in order
to decide and support the intervention of the smart environment.
For instance, many systems use sensors to recognize daily living
activities (i.e., walking, running, stepping and falling) and to detect
anomalies during these activities [23].

Another type of sensor that can be use to recognize activities
is the camera that can be combined with wearable and ambient
sensors for realizing complex monitoring infrastructures [24]. In
this case computer Vision approaches can be used to extract rel-
evant information from images and activities can be recognized
by analyzing video streams. Relevant approaches in this direction
start from the extraction of the skeleton joints of a person in the
video through a pose detection software and, subsequently, recog-
nize the activity using models based on LSTMs [25, 28, 39], Graph
Convolutional Networks (CGN) as in the work proposed by [7].

These technologies to be successfully used to support users in
their daily life should be integrated in natural and engaging in-
terfaces. Social Assistive Robots (SAR) are nowadays seen as key
interaction technology for supporting older adults care at home or
in care institutions [3, 9]. They provide a social interface to sup-
port seniors in performing daily tasks and care. Since SAR have
the main goal to provide assistance to human users through social
interaction, the emphasis is then on using effective interaction for
the purpose of giving assistance to the user [20]. Besides the func-
tional capabilities of the robot (physical activity, cognitive training,
physiological therapy, etc.) affective aspects are important since
they can help to increase the quality of life of older adults through
companionship and social interaction [4].

The Pepper robot developed by SoftBank is a humanoid robot
featuring multi-modal communication able to recognize faces and
basic human emotions, is capable of human interaction directly
through conversation [27]. For the specific use–case of older adult
care, Pepper was successfully used in healthcare and older adult-
care facilities mainly as narrative-memory-based human–robot
companionship [15] and medicine taking reminding, encouraging
older adults to keep active and helping them keep in touch with

family and friends. Recent research approaches have used Pepper
as older adults’ companion for suggesting personalized physical
activities in the context of active aging [10]. The proposed solution
uses deep learning methods on Pepper recorded information to clas-
sify the exercises and to schedule personalized physical activities.
Both Pepper and Nao robots have been used with good results in
cognitive stimulation therapy for people suffering of Mild Cognitive
Impairment (MCI). Researchers [26] investigate how patients with
dementia relate to humanoid robots and perceive serious games
accessed through it, as part of a training program aimed to improve
their cognitive status [11, 30].

Social robots have been used and tested in the context of a smart
home environments [35]. In [13], a micro-service oriented plat-
form has been developed to endow the social robot with a set of
behaviors aimed at monitoring and interacting with elderly people
affected by Alzheimer disease in their houses. In [2, 14] projects,
social robots have been developed and used for providing services
to facilitate independent living at home, assisting the user in the
daily tasks. Projects having the main goal of promote independent
living through the use of services provided by a smart environment
and the social and natural interface of a social robot are growing
in number denoting the importance of endowing these artificial
entities of rational and emotional intelligence.

3 INCREMENTAL LEARNING OF DAILY
ROUTINES

Smart home environments should proactively support users in their
activities by anticipating their needs and adapting the environ-
ment’s behavior. Automatically learning models of daily routines
from examples of actual behavior can support this task. To this aim
we use the WoMan framework [21, 22] for incremental learning of
users’ daily routines from a set of annotated data.

3.1 Process Mining: The WoMan Framework
A process is a sequence of actions performed by agents. A task is
a generic type of action, defined to be executed for many cases of
the process. An activity is the actual execution of a task in a case.
WoMan [21, 22] is a declarative Process Mining [29] framework that
introduced some important novelties in the process mining and
management landscape. Experiments proved that it is able to handle
efficiently and effectively very complex processes, thanks to its
powerful representation formalism and process handling operators.
This includes learning people’s daily routines and people’s paths
in an Ambient Assisted Living context. This made it an interesting
candidate for application in the work described in this paper. In the
following, we briefly and intuitively recall its fundamental notions.

3.2 WoMan Representation Formalism
As all Process Mining systems, WoMan learns process models start-
ing from logs of previous process executions. It allows to specify in
log entries more information than most other systems. A WoMan
log entry associated to a relevant process event is a 6-tuple of the
form ⟨T ,E,W , P ,A,O⟩, whereT is the event timestamp, E is the type
of the event (one of ‘begin_process’, ‘end_process’, ‘begin_activity’,
‘end_activity’, ‘context_description’),W is the name of the refer-
ence workflow, P is the case identifier, A can be either the name of
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the activity or the contextual information, and O is the progressive
number of occurrence of A, in case of name of activity, in that case.
The description of the context stored in A is expressed in the form
of a list of First-Order Logic (FOL for short) atoms. This formalism
allows describing explicitly the concurrent flow of activities in a
process execution. More technically, log entries are described as
FOL atoms built on the following predicate:

entry(T,E,W,P,A,O).
WoMan process models describe the structure of workflows us-

ing several predicates. The core information to describe the process’
structure consists of tasks (the kind of activities that are allowed in
the process) and transitions (the allowed connection between activ-
ities). In particular, transitions express the flow of activities during
process execution. A transition t : I ⇒ O between two multisets of
tasks I and O is enabled if all tasks in I are active; it occurs when,
after stopping (in any order) the concurrent execution of all tasks in
I , the concurrent execution of all tasks inO is started (again, in any
order). Woman can attach probabilities to process components. It
can also learn pre-/post-conditions for tasks and transitions in the
form of FOL rules based on contextual and control flow information,
possibly involving several steps of execution. More technically, this
information is described in WoMan’s models as a conjunction of
atoms built on the following predicates:

• task(t,C) : task t occurs in cases C;
• transition(I,O,p,C) : transition p : I ⇒ O occurs in
cases C .

Argument C represents a history of those tasks/transitions, and is
exploited to compute statistics on their use.

3.3 WoMan Modules
WoMan may run in 3 modes. The learning mode allows to learn a
process model from logs of activities. The supervision mode allows
to apply a learned model to new cases of the process in order to
check that they are compliant with the model. The prediction mode
allows to apply a learned model to new cases of the process in
order to foresee the most likely subsequent activities that the user
will perform at a given moment of the execution. These tasks are
carried out by different modules in WoMan’s architecture.

WEST (WorkflowEnactment Supervisor and Trainer) isWoMan’s
supervision module. It takes the events in a log as long as they are
available, and checks their compliance with the currently avail-
able model for the specified process. If an event is compliant it
returns ‘ok’. If it is syntactically wrong (e.g., closing activities that
had never begun, or terminating the process while activities are
still running) it returns an ‘error’. If it is syntactically correct but
deviates from the model, it returns a ‘warning’ specifying the kind
of problem (e.g., unexpected task or transition, preconditions not
fulfilled, unexpected resource running a given activity, etc.).

WIND (Workflow INDucer) is WoMan’s process discovery mod-
ule. It can learn or refine (in incremental mode) a process model
according to new executions. The refinement may affect the struc-
ture, the probabilities or the conditions of the model. Whilst all
previous approaches in the literature work in ‘batch’ mode (i.e.,
they need a –possibly large– set of training cases to learning their
models), WIND is fully incremental: not only can it refine an exist-
ing model according to new cases whenever they become available,

it can even start learning from an empty model and a single case.
To learn conditions in form of logic theories, WIND relies on the
incremental learning system InTheLex [18].

WoGue (Workflow Guesser) is WoMan’s module allowing it
to make several kinds of predictions while in supervision mode.
Specifically, it can predict the process execution outcomes or the
next activities that will be carried out during process execution.
Its predictions are ranked by confidence, determined based on a
heuristic combination of several parameters associated with the
current process execution and the probabilities associated to the
model’s components.

Since each mode deals with a different task, there is no direct
relationship between the modes. A typical usage sequence is: WIND
is used to learn a process model, then WEST applies the process
model to new process executions to check that they are compliant
to the model. During the execution, WoGue can be used to predict
what is likely to happen next in that process execution.

3.4 Process Mining for Learning Daily
Routines

We used WoMan to face two problems: daily routines learning and
activity prediction. Predictions are more complex than in classical
process mining domains, because there is much more variability
and subjectivity in the users’ behavior, and there is no ‘correct’
underlying model, just some kind of ‘typicality’ can be expected.

As far as learning the lifestyle of the user by building models
of his daily routines is concerned, it can be seen as a set of pro-
cesses. Therefore, modeling such routines can be cast as a process
mining task. A workflow model is a formal specification of how a
set of tasks can be composed to result in valid processes, allowing
compositional schemes such as sequential, parallel, conditional,
or iterative. So, in WoMan we decided to learn models that are
represented as workflows. As an example, we provide here the
process log represented in WoMan’s formalism for the case in Fig-
ure 1 (timestamps have been replaced by sequential numbers for
readability purposes):
entry(1,begin_of_process,monday,day1,start,1).
entry(2,begin_of_activity,monday,day1,read,1).
entry(3,end_of_activity,monday,day1,read,1).
entry(4,begin_of_activity,monday,day1,tv,1).
entry(5,begin_of_activity,monday,day1,eat,1).
entry(6,end_of_activity,monday,day1,eat,1).
entry(7,end_of_activity,monday,day1,tv,1).
entry(8,begin_of_activity,monday,day1,take_pill,1).
entry(9,end_of_activity,monday,day1,take_pill,1).
entry(10,begin_of_activity,monday,day1,play,1).
entry(11,end_of_activity,monday,day1,play,1).
entry(12,begin_of_activity,monday,day1,work_out,1).
entry(13,begin_of_activity,monday,day1,read,2).
...
entry(47,end_of_process,monday,day1,stop,1)

As context and activities are detected through sensors or entered
by the user, the corresponding entries are provided to the WoMan
system that, applying the algorithm described in [21], learns the
activities and their inter-relationships.

The model learned from this case would be:
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the activities involved in a process execution referred to ‘Monday’ daily routine

task(stop,[1-1]).
...
task(act_work_out,[1-1]).
task(act_play,[1-1]).
task(act_take_pill,[1-1]).
task(act_eat,[1-1]).
task(act_tv,[1-1]).
task(act_read,[1-2]).
task(start,[1-1]).

transition([act_play]-[act_work_out,act_read],[1-1],2).
transition([act_take_pill]-[act_play],[1-1],3).
transition([act_eat,act_tv]-[act_take_pill],[1-1],4).
transition([act_read]-[act_eat,act_tv],[1-1],5).
transition([start]-[act_read],[1-1],6).
...

where the numbers in brackets report the number of occurrences
of each item in each case (e.g., [1 − 1] means that the item occurred
once in case 1; [1 − 2] means that the item occurred twice in case 1;
etc.). Note that, being the model a declarative one, the order of task
and transition atoms is irrelevant (so, ‘stop’ being the first task in
the list does not mean it is the first task to be applied — the order
of task application is controlled by transitions).

Themain aim of this new phase of research is to test the approach
and learn a model of daily routines in which activities and patterns
are related to information about emotions and mood.

To this aim we asked 5 older adults (3 males and 2 females from
60 to 78 years old) to write a diary of their daily activities and mood
using a dedicated chat on their phone for 1 month. Two of them
(1 male and 1 female) were not able to do it by themselves and, for
them, we asked their caregivers to do it. Everyday the senior or the
caregiver had to write the schedule of the daily tasks, the relevant
events of the day and the mood. An example of entry is:
9:00 Watching news on TV, anxious
11:00 Prepare lunch, calm
12:30 Eat lunch, sad
13:30 Watch TV, relaxed
14:30 Sleep,-
16:00 Read Book, happy
. . .

In total we collected 1350 entries that were used to extract the
knowledge, in terms of activities and mood (we mapped the labels
of affective states into their valence in order to simplify the labelling
of the mood), needed to learn daily routines.

We formalized these data according to the WoMan formalism
and then we learned the daily routine models for each week day
(Monday-Sunday) using WoMan in ‘learning’ mode.

The following is an example of collected trace:

entry(1, begin_of_process, a, c1, start, ).
entry(2, context_description, a, c1, [anxious], 1).
entry(3, begin of activity, a, c1, watch_tv_news, 1).
entry(4, end_of_activity, a, c1, watch_tv_news, 1).
entry(5, context_description, a, c1, [calm], 1).
entry(6, begin_of_activity, a, c1, prepare_lunch, 1).
entry(7, end of activity, a, c1, prepare_lunch, 1).
entry(8, context_description, a, c1, [sad], 1).
entry(9, begin_of_activity, a, c1, eat_lunch, 1).
entry(10, end of activity, a, c1, eat_lunch, 1).
entry(11, context_description, a, c1, [none], 1).
entry(12 begin_of_activity, a, c1, sleep, 1).
entry(13, end of activity, a, c1, sleep, 1).
entry(14, context_description, a, c1, [happy], 3).
entry(15, begin_of_activity, a, c1, read_book, 1).
entry(16, end_of_activity, a, c1, read_book, 1).
...

3.5 Analysis of the Collected Data
In order to have an insight of the learning system’s performance,
we tested the accuracy of the learned models using a 10-fold cross-
validation procedure. For the considered dataset the system reached
85,63% average accuracy with a standard deviation of 10,84. After
the learning step, we removed noisy (i.e., infrequent) pieces of the
model, using a feature of WoMan that takes in input a percentage
frequency and ignores in the model all items that occurred in less
than that percentage of cases. Specifically, we toldWoMan to ignore
transitions and activities that were encountered in less than 4% of
the training cases (a percentage that was experimentally determined
so as to preserve the general behavior). Then, we ran WoMan in
‘supervision’ mode using the denoised models and the training
cases, in order to collect for each day the warnings returned by
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WoMan, denoting deviations from the routines. After this, the cases
were sorted in chronological order, and a histogram of the warnings
in each day was drawn. The curves of mood variations, calculated as
a function of valence, were finally superimposed to this histogram,
normalizing the warning bars to their range [-1,1]. Specifically,
for each day the average value of each parameter was plotted in
these curves. This allowed to detect correlations between positive
or negative valence and days with many warnings, which would
confirm the influence of mood over routinary behavior.

4 PEPPER DAILY DIARY
To collect a dataset of entries containing annotated data about
activities and emotions for learning the daily routine, we designed
the the Daily Diary (DD) application that uses a combination of
natural language dialogues, touch-based input on the Pepper’s
tablet and computer vision modules. The application allows to
manage a ToDoList and a context-aware Reminder.

The DD application will be composed by different modules useful
for the annotation purpose: user identification, emotion recognition,
a todolist manager, activity reminder, activity recognition and a
dialogue manager.

• User Identification: this module will be used for recog-
nizing a user by face and keeps the information of each
user about personal (user’s picture, user’s age, gender, name,
family,friends and physicians contacts) and medical aspects
(chronic diseases, allergies, therapies, etc.). Face recogni-
tion on the Pepper robot is performed with the ALFaceDe-
tection API of the NaoQi SDK (http://doc.aldebaran.com/2-
5/naoqi/peopleperception/alfacedetection-api.html).

• Emotion Recognition: For the analysis of the emotion from
the face of the elderly people, we developed a software to
classify the facial expressions according to the following
classes: angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, and surprise [17].
The neutral expression was also considered to indicate the
absence of emotions. The recognition of facial expressions in
older adults remains a challenging task since aging has an ef-
fect on facial expressions. In particular, there are age-related
structural changes in the face, such as wrinkles and facial
muscles decay, that can be recognized as emotions (usually
the neutral expression of elderly people is recognized as
sadness) recognition. For this reason, to recognize the facial
expressions in elderly faces more efficiently, we developed
a classifier trained on the FACES dataset [16] containing
images of older adults. Our model, described in [6], uses,
as features, the presence and intensity (expressed as a float
from 0 to 5) of 17 facial AUs (Action Units) extracted with
the OpenFace software. Due to the low number of examples
for each class in the dataset, we did not consider approaches
based on deep learning. The model is based on Random For-
est that reached an accuracy of 97% tested according to the
stratified k-fold cross-validation with k=10 and 83% in the
wild.

• To Do List Manager: this module will allow to insert event
and things to do in an internal calendar application through
a combination of dialog and touch-based interface on the
Pepper’s tablet.

Figure 2: An example on how mood information will be re-
quired during the dialog.

• Dialog: the dialog will be handled using using Choregraphe,
Python scripts and NaoQi.

• Activity Recognition: a module for activity recognition
based on [8] approach has been developed to recognize user
activities in real time and will be adapted to the application.

In terms of implementation, the DD application will use a server
component on which several webservices, that implement the
WoMan and Computer Vision functionalities, will be present and
invoked opportunely.

The DD application will send the entries about activities and the
context to the WoMan system according to the formalism described
previously. Figure 2 shows Pepper and the interface for mood input.

To do so, users will be asked but not forced to input explicitly
information about their emotions in the following situations: after
the user wakes up in the morning, when the user takes voluntarily
the initiative and talks to Pepper, after four hours after the last
input, when an activity is foreseen to happen, when a new activ-
ity is detected. This is done by initiating a dialog with the user.
In this way we can capture a user’s self-reported emotions and
mood in relation to activities and context. In addition the emotion
recognition module will run in the background to detect the emo-
tion automatically. In deciding how to represent mood information
we decided to adopt the two-dimensional approach (valence and
arousal) described in the Circumplex model [32] and, in particular,
we defined 4 possible states corresponding to the four quadrants: 1)
Tense/Anxious, 2) Sad/Bored 3) Calm/Relaxed, 4) Happy/Cheerful.
Besides the user answer to the Pepper’s question ("how do you feel
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today), we display also an input interface on the Pepper’s tablet in
which we used a circle divided in four quadrants representing the
main moods associated to the combinations of the two dimensions
of the model and an arrow that allows indicating also intermediate
states. In order to avoid confusion and misunderstandings, we put
representative faces in the quadrants. When the user states his
moods only by vocal input we map the provided affective state
into on of the four quadrants described previously according to its
valence and the arousal.

We plan to perform an evaluation of the application in our labo-
ratory where we will create a space furnished like a living room
testing the application. We will involved adults older than 60 years
old. We plan to evaluate the user experience with the robot and how
much the approach allows to collect annotations that are precise
and useful to learn and refine incrementally the daily routines and
their relation with affective state with the WoMan system.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we reported the possibility to apply theWoMan system
to the task of learning daily routines and their relation to variation
of affective states. In order to do so, we designed an application for
the Pepper robot, the Daily Diary, that, besides providing the typi-
cal functions of a to do list, allows to collect an annotated dataset
of activities related to emotions and context features. In order to
investigate on this, we first learned models of user activity and
mood using WoMan, and then we used WoMan in supervision
mode, checking the co-occurrence of significant changes in mood
and deviations from the routine. Moreover we are combining data
collected with DD with those that can be detected in indoor sit-
uations from indoor sensors of a smart environment. In the near
future we plan to develop the application and evaluate the user
experience with the robot and how much the approach allows to
collect annotations that are precise and useful to learn and refine
incrementally the daily routines. In addition we will exploit the
learned model to endow the robot with a proactive behavior based
on activity prediction and mood inference.
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